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So long and thanks for all the fish lyrics

Single by A Perfect Circle 2018 single by A Perfect CircleSo Long, and Thanks for All the FishSingle by A Perfect Circlefrom the album Eat the ElephantReleasedApril 15, 2018 (2018-04-15)Recorded2017GenreArt rock[1]Length4:24LabelBMGSongwriter(s)Maynard James KeenanBilly HowerdelProducer(s)Dave SardyA Perfect Circle singles chronology Talk
Talk (2018) As long as and Thank You for All the Fish (2018) So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish is a song by the American rock band A Perfect Circle. Their fourth single was released on April 11, 2018, with their fourth single out of their album Eat the Elephant. The song's title is taken from the Douglas Adams book So Long, and Thank You for All Fish,
the fourth book in his The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy series, which in turn comes from a quote from the first book The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. Background and composition The song was released as the fourth single from Eat the Elephant, after The Doomed, Disillusioned and TalkTalk. [2] April 2018 on BBC Radio 1, five days before the
release of Eat the Elephant. [4] [5] The song's music was originally written by guitarist Billy Howerdel and was intended for his solo project, Ashes Divide. [6] However, he often presents music intended for the Ashes Divide to band frontman Maynard James Keenan to see if he has an interest in writing lyrics and vocal harmonies for songs to become A
Perfect Circle material instead; Keenan chose to use the song because he felt that People is going to hate me for this one, so let's do it. November 2018 was directed by Kyle Cogan. Maynard summed up the concept as Welcome to the New Normal. Shot in black and white it begins with a voice-over from a US civil defense film about atomic explosions
before going into a mock commercial. The scenes of a traditional 1950s landscape suburban home and white picket fence are becoming increasingly disturbing before culminating in a nuclear holocaust, adorned with footage from the 1955 Operation Cue nuclear test. [8] A limited edition version of the single was released for Record Store Day on 23. [9]
Themes and composition The song's name comes from the name of the fourth book in Douglas Adams's The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy series, So Long, and Thank you for all the fish, though the song's lyrics touch more on the subject of death among celebrities. [3] The song makes allusions to many celebrity deaths in 2016, including Gene Wilder
(known for his role as Willy Wonka), David Bowie, Muhammad Ali, Prince, and Carrie Fisher. [1] [3] In the writing lyrics, Keenan stated that he was inspired by the sarcastic nature of rip.M. the song It's the End of the World as We Know It (And I Feel Fine). [7] Lyrical was the song by Revolver as [poke] fun at the absurdity of modern existence. [10] Keenan
said of the song: We all do the absurd in our own way. The Italian side of me produces and shares wine with friends to feel grounded and connected amid all the madness. But once the wine is gone, the drunk and sarcastic Irish side of me goes straight to the unreasonable carotid artery. [10] Musically, Spin described the song as an orchestral power-rocker
of sorts, alternating sunnier, almost glam-like chord progressions with more traditional hard rock gestures. [3] The song was written with master key, and has a more upbeat pace than most songs by the band. [6] [11] [12] The song features drifting percussion, dark guitar parts and strings. [11] Reception Metal Injection praised the song, comparing it favorably
to Disillusioned and concluded that it was a bit of an earworm, as at the end of the track I found myself singing the hook. [2] Louder Sound called the song one of the ten Key songs performed by Keenan and Howerdel throughout their careers, just one day after the song's release. [13] Staff credits adapted from CD-liner notes. [14] Band Maynard James
Keenan – vocals Billy Howerdel – guitar, bass, keyboards Jeff Friedl – drums Production Dave Sardy – production, string arrangement Charts Chart (2018) Peakposition US Hot Rock &amp; Alternative Songs (Billboard)[15] 43 References ^ a b A Perfect Circle Salute David Bowie, Carrie Fisher on New Song. ^ a ^ a PERFECT CIRCLE Unveil New Song So
Long, And Thanks For All The Fish. April 16, 2018. ^ 1.0 1.1 A Perfect Circle - So Long, And Thanks For All the Fish . April 16, 2018. ^ A Perfect Circle Premiere New Song So Long, And Thanks For All The Fish ( Updated) - Theprp.com. April 15, 2018. ^ A Perfect Circle So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish . exclaim.ca ^ a b A Perfect Circle: Ich bin
Maynards Dienstleister - laut.de - Interview. ^ a b 1.0 1.1 A Perfect Circle honor deceased celebrities on the new song So Long and Thank you for all the fish : Stream. Consequence of Sound. April 16, 2018. ^ See A Perfect Circle's Apocalyptic So Long, And Thanks for All the Fish Video. November 8, 2018. ^ ^ a b Hear A Perfect Circle's Biting New Song
So Long, And Thanks for All the Fish . April 15, 2018. ^ 1.0 1.1 A Perfect Circle Unleash 'So Long, and Thanks for the Fish'. Loudwire. ^ Hear A Perfect Circle's upbeat new song So Long, And Thanks For All The Fish - News - Alternative Press. Alternative press. ^ 10 Key Songs From A Perfect Circle's Inner Circle. Louder sound. ^ Eat the elephant (inlay
coverage). A perfect circle. BMG Records. 2018. ^ A Perfect Circle Chart History (Hot Rock &amp; Alternative Songs). Billboard. Retrieved November 13, 2018. Downloaded from Comments Share So long, and thanks for all the fish is a song sung by dolphins before leaving Earth. The texts are here. Appearances Dolphins So Long, and thanks for all the fish
appear in the 2005 film The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. The first version of the song So Long, and Thanks For All The Fish is a Broadway-style, lively version sung by dolphins before leaving Earth. The second iteration plays the late credits, and is in the style of 1950s male singers. Behind the scenes The song was written by English composer Joby
Talbot, conductor Christopher Austin, and director Garth Jennings and performed by the Tenebrae Choir. Neil Hannon, founder and lead singer of the Irish pop group Divine Comedy, lent his vocals to the version of the song, which was played in the late credits. The song, in its bouncy, opening version, was translated into and performed in Spanish for the
Latin American Region 4 DVD release. The last word fish should preferably be stored for 20 seconds. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Time is money and money time We wasted every second dime on diet, lawyers, shrinks and apps and flags and plastic surgery Now Willy Wonka, Major Tom, Ali, and Leia have
moved on Signal the final curtain call in all its atomic glory Bravissimo, hip hip hooray For this fireworks Mind and body blown away What a brilliant crescendo Ticker tape parade Our hair and skin like Marilyn Monroe In an afterwind Time is money and money every second skilling On politicians, fancy water and guns and plastic surgery Like our Prince and
Reenie mother All dolphins have moved on Signaling the final curtain call in all its atomic pageant Bravissimo, hip hip hooray What a glorious display Melt our happy hearts away Under mushroom sky confetti Hip hip hoora for this fireworks Mind and body blown away What a brilliant crescen hipdo hip hip hurrah and skin like Marilyn Monroe in a afterwind
Time and money time We wasted every second dime on diet, lawyers, shrinks and apps flags and plastic surgery Now Willy Wonka, Major Tom, Ali and Leia have moved on Signal the last curtain call in all its atomic splendor Add your thoughts Sign in now to tell us what you think this song means. Don't have an account? Create an account with
SongMeanings to post comments, submit lyrics, and more. It's super easy, we promise! A Perfect Circle Lyrics So Long, And Thanks For All The Fish Time is money and money's time We wasted every second dime On diets, lawyers, shrinks and apps And flags, and plastic surgery Now Willy Wonka, Major Tom Ali and Leia have moved on Signal the final
curtain call In all its atomic pageantry Bravissimo, hip-hip hooray For fireworks display and body mind blown away What a radiant creendo Ticker parade Our hair and skin Like Marilyn Monroe In a tailwind Time is money and money time We wasted every second dime on politicians, fancy water and guns, and plastic surgery Like our Prince and Reenie
mother All dolphins have moved on Signaling the final curtain call In all its atomic splendor Bravissimo, hip-hip hooray What a glorious screen Melt our happy hearts away Under mushroom cloud confetti Hip-hip hurrah For this fireworks away What a brilliant crescendo Hip-hip hurrah Hip-hip hurrah Ticker tape parade Our hair and skin Like Marilyn Monroe In
a afterwind Time is money and money time We wasted every other dime On diet, lawyers, shrinks and apps And flags, and plastic surgery Now Willy Wonka, Major Tom Ali and Leia have moved on Signal the final curtain call In all its atomic pageant Thanks to Tyler for adding these lyrics. Thanks to Pedro, Alas, Ben, Romeo Razi for correcting these texts.
Writer(s): William L. Howerdel, Maynard James Keenan So Long, And Thanks For All The Fish was published on 15 October 2015. The song's name comes from the name of the fourth book in Douglas Adams's The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy comedy science fiction series. The song's lyrics influenced by the deaths of celebrities in 2016 and 2017,
including David Bowie, Gene Wilder, Muhammad Ali, Carrie Fisher and Prince. I think it was a great curveball for a lot of people to have that concentration of celebrities, people who are iconic, exit. I'm sure it's happened in previous generations - all of a sudden, an exodus - but the immediacy of social media made it more impactful with more of a rapid fire to
be able to see this list every day of people that you were familiar with over the years. And at the age of 53, you start to take it pretty seriously. Maynard James Keenan. Keenan.
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